Differentiation between traumatic tap and aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage: prospective cohort study
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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVES
To describe the findings in cerebrospinal fluid from patients with acute headache that could distinguish subarachnoid hemorrhage from the effects of a traumatic lumbar puncture.

DESIGN
A substudy of a prospective multicenter cohort study.

SETTING
12 Canadian academic emergency departments, from November 2000 to December 2009.

PARTICIPANTS
Alert patients aged over 15 with an acute non-traumatic headache who underwent lumbar puncture to rule out subarachnoid hemorrhage.

MAIN OUTCOME MEASURE
Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage requiring intervention or resulting in death.

RESULTS
Of the 1739 patients enrolled, 641 (36.9%) had abnormal results on cerebrospinal fluid analysis with a red blood cell count of <1 × 10^6/L red blood cells in one or more tubes. There were 15 (0.9%) patients with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage based on abnormal results of a lumbar puncture. The presence of fewer than 2000 × 10^6/L red blood cells in addition to no xanthochromia excluded the diagnosis of aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage, with a sensitivity of 100% (95% confidence interval 74.7% to 100%) and specificity of 91.2% (88.6% to 93.3%).

CONCLUSION
No xanthochromia and red blood cell count <2000 × 10^6/L reasonably excludes the diagnosis of aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage. Most patients with acute headache who meet this cut off will need no further investigations and aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage can be excluded as a cause of their headache.

Introduction
Subarachnoid hemorrhage is a life threatening neurosurgical emergency. The estimated incidence is nine per 100,000 person years.1,2 When a patient presents to the emergency department with sudden severe headache, traditional teaching is to perform computed tomography of the brain and, if the results are negative for subarachnoid hemorrhage, carry out a lumbar puncture to analyze the cerebrospinal fluid to exclude that diagnosis.3-6 The sensitivity of modern thin sliced computed tomography for subarachnoid hemorrhage is 100% (95% confidence interval 97% to 100%) when it is performed within six hours of onset of the headache. If it is carried out after six hours, however, its sensitivity decreases to 85.7% (78.3% to 90.6%).7 Therefore, if the scan is performed more than six hours after headache onset and is negative for subarachnoid hemorrhage, the physician will typically perform lumbar puncture to rule it out.

Unfortunately, it can be difficult to differentiate whether the blood in the cerebrospinal fluid results from trauma related to the lumbar puncture itself or from a subarachnoid hemorrhage. A so called “traumatic tap” is estimated to occur in 10–30% of lumbar punctures,8 rendering the procedure non-diagnostic and often resulting in additional testing and diagnostic uncertainty.8 Several studies have attempted to find methods to differentiate traumatic tap from subarachnoid hemorrhage, but they have either been too small or had inconclusive results.9-11 Xanthochromia is considered to be pathognomonic for subarachnoid hemorrhage,8 but it is believed to take several hours to develop after headache onset. While xanthochromia can indicate subarachnoid blood, this blood might be caused by a perimesencephalic bleed or other non-aneurysmal bleed, which generally require only observation and have a good prognosis.12-14

We assessed the cerebrospinal fluid in prospectively enrolled patients with acute non-traumatic headache to determine if characteristics of cerebrospinal fluid can distinguish between traumatic tap and clinically relevant subarachnoid hemorrhage.15 We aimed to determine the optimal cut point for erythrocyte count in cerebrospinal fluid for clinically important subarachnoid hemorrhage and whether a combination of red blood cell count cut point and visual xanthochromia can reliably differentiate between traumatic tap and clinically relevant subarachnoid hemorrhage irrespective of the interval between the onset of headache and the lumbar puncture.

Methods
Study design and setting
This was a planned substudy from a prospective multicenter cohort study, designed to derive and validate the Ottawa SAH (subarachnoid hemorrhage) rule (n = 4141).
It was conducted between November 2000 and December 2009. Patients were enrolled from 12 Canadian academic emergency departments. Study sites had a mean of 52,000 visits annually and a mean of 445 inpatient beds.

**Study population**
We enrolled alert patients aged over 15 who presented to the emergency department with acute non-traumatic headache and underwent lumbar puncture to rule out subarachnoid hemorrhage. “Alert patients” were defined as having a score on the Glasgow coma scale of 15 (that is, alert and oriented), “Non-traumatic” was defined as no fall or direct head trauma in the seven days before presentation. “Acute headache” was defined as one that reached maximum intensity within an hour of onset. Patients were excluded if they presented more than 14 days after the onset of headache; had recurrent headaches (three or more headaches of similar character and intensity as the presenting headache over a period of more than six months); were transferred from another hospital with a confirmed subarachnoid hemorrhage; and had focal neurological deficits, papilledema, or a history of subarachnoid hemorrhage, aneurysm, ventricular shunt, or brain neoplasm. Computed tomography was performed at the discretion of the treating physician. Lumbar puncture was also performed at the discretion of the treating physician, who was aware of the clinical decision rule study but was advised not to alter usual care because of the study. While many physicians order a lumbar puncture after normal results on computed tomography, some physicians follow the strategy of lumbar puncture first. The decision of whether a lumbar puncture was warranted and when it was performed was at the discretion of the treating physician.

**Data collection**
Treating physicians recorded clinical histories and examination findings, and research registered nurses collected additional reliably recorded data (such as demographics and initial vital signs). For this substudy, study physicians recorded additional laboratory data including the presence of xanthochromia in the cerebrospinal fluid, red and white blood cell counts in the first and last tubes of cerebrospinal fluid collected, and glucose and protein concentrations in cerebrospinal fluid. The laboratory results were reported according to the routine laboratory analysis at each site, with red cell counts $>1 \times 10^{12}/L$ (equivalent to n/mm$^3$ or n/µL) in the final tested tube of cerebrospinal fluid or xanthochromia in any tube of cerebrospinal fluid collected considered abnormal. For the purpose of our study, we considered as normal cerebrospinal fluid samples that had only increased white blood cell counts but normal red blood cell counts and no xanthochromia.

**Outcome measures**
Our outcome was aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage. Patients were deemed to have aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage if they had blood in the subarachnoid space on plain computed tomography of the brain or xanthochromia on examination of cerebrospinal fluid or red blood cells in the final tube of cerebrospinal fluid and they had an aneurysm shown with cerebral angiography (digital subtraction, magnetic resonance, or computed tomography) requiring any neurovascular intervention or resulting in death. We did not include non-aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhages in our outcome definition.

Experienced radiologists or neuroradiologists, who were unaware of our study, assessed computed tomograms as per normal practice. We utilized their final report to determine the presence of subarachnoid blood on the scan. The assessment of cerebrospinal fluid was done at the site hospital laboratories following their local protocols. Five of the six sites utilized visual xanthochromia, with one site using spectrophotometry to determine xanthochromia.

**Proxy outcome measure**
As this was an observational study, we could not alter current practice. Therefore patients discharged without having both computed tomography imaging and a normal result on lumbar puncture were assessed with our proxy outcome assessment tool. This assessment tool included a structured telephone interview one month and six months after assessment in the emergency department as well as a review of medical records to identify any patients who experienced a subsequent subarachnoid hemorrhage. The telephone call assessed repeat physician visits, change in diagnosis, and subsequent testing with computed tomography, lumbar puncture, angiography, or magnetic resonance imaging. We internally validated our follow-up tool to identify subarachnoid hemorrhage during our previous phase 1 derivation study. When available, patients without telephone follow-up or subsequent hospital encounters at the enrolling sites were further checked against the provincial coroner’s office to identify any deaths compatible with subarachnoid hemorrhage. Any patients found to have a subsequent aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage within six months were classified as having a positive event for the enrolling visit, with all others being classified as negative.

**Analysis**
In addition to descriptive analyses, we used univariate analysis two sided Student t test for continuous variables, Mann-Whitney U test for non-parametric data, and χ² test for categorical data. We chose performance thresholds to optimally exclude clinically important subarachnoid hemorrhaged in lumbar punctures with abnormal results by creating high and low risk criteria. The sample size was based on all available data from the derivation and validation phases of the Ottawa subarachnoid hemorrhage rule. When available, patients without telephone follow-up or subsequent hospital encounters at the enrolling sites were further checked against the provincial coroner’s office to identify any deaths compatible with subarachnoid hemorrhage. Any patients found to have a subsequent aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage within six months were classified as having a positive event for the enrolling visit, with all others being classified as negative.

**Results**
From the 4,141 patients (including 146 with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage) enrolled in our derivation and validation clinical decision rule study cohorts, the 1,739 patients who underwent lumbar puncture were...
enrolled in this substudy. In 641 patients (36.9%) cerebrospinal fluid was found to contain red blood cells (>1 × 10^6/L) in the final tube or xanthochromia was seen in any tube (fig 1). Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage was identified in 15 patients undergoing lumbar puncture. There were 1652 patients with normal results on computed tomography and 10 with visible subarachnoid hemorrhage, unrecognized by the treating emergency physician. There were 77 (4.4%) patients who did not undergo computed tomography, none of whom was diagnosed with subarachnoid hemorrhage.

Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of patients enrolled in our derivation and validation cohort study. The mean age was 43.8. There were slightly more women (2497, 60.4%) than men. The mean headache severity was 8.7 (scale from 0 to 10), and the median time from onset of headache to peak pain was 60 seconds (interquartile range 1–600). For the 1739 (42.1%) patients who were attending emergency physician. There were 77 (4.4%) patients (range 10750–600000 × 10^6/L). Table 1 also stratifies the patients with normal versus abnormal findings on lumbar puncture. Other than the presence of red blood cells and the diagnosis of subarachnoid hemorrhage, these two groups of patients were similar.

Overall, 641 (36.9%) of the lumbar punctures in our cohort yielded abnormal results. Figure 2 shows the red blood cell counts associated with these abnormal results. In most patients the red blood cell counts were relatively low: 476 (74.3%) had counts of ≤100 × 10^6/L, 94 (14.8%) had counts of 101–1000 × 10^6/L, and 71 (10.6%) had counts of >1000 × 10^6/L.

Table 2 lists the characteristics of patients with abnormal results on lumbar puncture according to presence or absence of subarachnoid hemorrhage. The median duration between onset of headache and lumbar puncture was not significantly different among those with and without aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (30.0 v 18.7 hours, P = 0.13). The median red blood cell count in the last tube was significantly higher among the patients with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage than in those without (28741 × 10^6/L v 20 × 10^6/L, respectively, P < 0.001). There was a higher protein concentration in the cerebrospinal fluid of patients with subarachnoid hemorrhage than in those without (0.56 g/L v 0.40 g/L, P = 0.033).

We assessed the optimal cut point using a receiver operator characteristic curve (fig 3). We propose a red blood cell count in the final tube of cerebrospinal fluid of ≤2650 × 10^6/L, which we rounded down to <2000 × 10^6/L to provide a value that is more practical for clinicians to remember. This cut point has a sensitivity of 93.3% (95% confidence interval 66.0% to 99.7%) and specificity of 92.8% (90.5% to 94.6%) for aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage. In our study.

Table 1 | Baseline characteristics of 1739 patients with acute non-traumatic headache attending emergency department who underwent lumbar puncture to rule out subarachnoid hemorrhage. Figures are numbers (percentage) of patient unless otherwise specified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underwent lumbar puncture</th>
<th>Normal result (n = 1098)</th>
<th>Abnormal result (n = 641)</th>
<th>All patients in derivation and validation cohorts (n = 4131)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) age (years)</td>
<td>41.6 (15.5)</td>
<td>45.1 (16.2)</td>
<td>43.8 (17.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>625 (56.9)</td>
<td>369 (57.6)</td>
<td>2497 (60.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrived by ambulance</td>
<td>227 (20.7)</td>
<td>166 (25.9)</td>
<td>902 (21.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean headache severity (range 0–10)</td>
<td>9.1 (1.4)</td>
<td>9.2 (1.3)</td>
<td>8.7 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>307 (28.0)</td>
<td>196 (30.6)</td>
<td>1174 (28.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck pain or stiffness</td>
<td>399 (36.3)</td>
<td>272 (42.6)</td>
<td>1393 (33.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) time of headache onset to peak (seconds)</td>
<td>10 (1–180)</td>
<td>10 (1–120)</td>
<td>60 (1–600)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed tomography</td>
<td>1079 (98.3)</td>
<td>622 (97.0)</td>
<td>3374 (81.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) time of headache onset to lumbar puncture (hours), n = 1739</td>
<td>17.0 (8.0–50.4)</td>
<td>20.0 (9.0–56.5)</td>
<td>18.0 (8.5–51.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) red blood cell count in last tube (× 10^6/L), n = 1739</td>
<td>0 (0–0)</td>
<td>20 (7–124)</td>
<td>0 (0–0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>15 (2.3)</td>
<td>146 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IQR = interquartile range.
the sensitivity of visual xanthochromia for diagnosis was 46.7% (22.3% to 72.6%) and the specificity was 97.3% (95.6% to 98.4%).

Figure 4 shows the classification performance of threshold used to diagnose subarachnoid haemorrhage in those with abnormal lumbar puncture. We utilized the combined definition for a low risk of subarachnoid hemorrhage as red blood cells < 2000 × 10⁶/L in cerebrospinal fluid and no xanthochromia and high risk as ≥2000 × 10⁶/L red blood cells/L or xanthochromia. The sensitivity of this risk threshold for aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage was 100% (95% confidence interval 74.7% to 100.0%); the specificity was 91.2% (88.6% to 93.3%); and the positive likelihood ratio was 11.4 (8.8% to 14.6). The negative likelihood ratio was 0 (95% confidence interval was undefined).

Discussion
Lumbar puncture remains an essential investigation for the diagnosis of subarachnoid hemorrhage as the sensitivity of computed tomography degrades with delays to presentation. In a large cohort of such we have shown that cerebrospinal fluid with no xanthochromia and less than 2000 × 10⁶/L red blood cells safely excludes this diagnosis.

A delay in the diagnosis of subarachnoid hemorrhage can have devastating consequences. Several studies have reported misdiagnosis on the first visit to a physician. In one population based study, subarachnoid hemorrhage was misdiagnosed in up 5.4% of patients at the first emergency department visit. These patients presented to an emergency department with headache and returned within seven days with subarachnoid hemorrhage. Subarachnoid hemorrhage were more commonly misdiagnosed in smaller more rural sites. Delay in diagnosis has been associated with increased morbidity and mortality. Hence timely investigations, including a lumbar puncture when indicated, are needed for patients at risk for subarachnoid hemorrhage.

Given that nearly 37% of the lumbar punctures in our cohort yielded abnormal results, differentiation between traumatic tap and true subarachnoid hemorrhage is needed in a third of the lumbar punctures performed. While some might consider this differentiation to be relatively easy in over half of these cases because the number of red blood cells is low (such as < 100 × 10⁶/L), even these low numbers give many, often less experienced physicians, a great deal of anxiety especially in the absence of clear evidence to the contrary.

We did identify that 10 of the 15 patients in this sub-study with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage had blood visible on computed tomography which was presumably not identified prior to the lumbar puncture. The final interpretation of off-hour imaging results by an attending radiologist was often delayed until the next working day at participating sites, and small amounts of subarachnoid blood can be difficult for other physicians to appreciate. Timely interpretation of emergency imaging by an experienced radiologist could shorten delay to treatment and minimize the number of lumbar punctures ultimately deemed unnecessary, although this scenario is uncommon and the overall rate of lumbar puncture would not change appreciably.

We found a significantly higher concentration of protein in cerebrospinal fluid in patients with subarachnoid hemorrhage than in those without. The clinical relevance of 0.56 g/L compared with 0.40 g/L, however, is not reassuring. We also found that the median time from headache to lumbar puncture was 17 hours. Interestingly, the median time to lumbar puncture was longer in patients with abnormal results on lumbar puncture compared with those with normal results. While the median time in the group with subarachnoid hemorrhage was 30 hours, this was not significantly different from other patients with abnormal lumbar puncture results, probably because of the small number of cases. The results, however, likely represent a combination of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of 641 patients with acute non-traumatic headache with abnormal results on lumbar puncture. Figures are numbers (percentage) of patient unless otherwise specified</th>
<th>Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (n = 15)</th>
<th>No subarachnoid hemorrhage (n = 626)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) age (years)</td>
<td>49.6 (14.2)</td>
<td>45.0 (16.2)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>10 (66.7)</td>
<td>359 (57.3)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) time of headache onset to peak (seconds)</td>
<td>38 (3–210)</td>
<td>10 (1–120)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) time from headache onset to lumbar puncture (hours)</td>
<td>30.0 (14.0–120)</td>
<td>18.7 (9.0–50.8)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive xanthochromia</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) red blood cells count in last tube (× 10⁶/L)</td>
<td>28.76 (12.468–74.789)</td>
<td>20 (7–110)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR) cerebrospinal fluid protein concentration (g/L)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.38–0.92)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.31–0.54)</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiography rate</td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
<td>404 (64.5)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*IQR = interquartile range.
found the sensitivities for subarachnoid hemorrhage to be 83% (59% to 96%) and 87% (71% to 96%), respectively. The specificities were 96% (93% to 97%) and 86% (84% to 88%), respectively. Further, the combination of negative results on computed tomography with normal results on cerebrospinal fluid analysis (that is, no visual xanthochromia and no red blood cells) has been previously shown to rule out subarachnoid hemorrhage. Hence, isolated visual xanthochromia is less sensitive but more specific than spectrophotometry defined xanthochromia, but the use of both red blood cell counts in cerebrospinal fluid and visual xanthochromia seems to be most sensitive. Our finding of a reliable cut point now increases the specificity while maintaining a high specificity when both visual xanthochromia and red blood cell count in cerebrospinal fluid are used to identify patients at high risk for subarachnoid hemorrhage.

Previous attempts to differentiate blood in cerebrospinal fluid from a traumatic procedure versus a subarachnoid hemorrhage have included inspection for the presence of xanthochromia, the change in red blood cell number between the first and last tube of collected cerebrospinal fluid, cerebrospinal fluid opening pressure, cerebrospinal fluid D-dimer, bilirubin, and ferritin. None resulted in a suitable method of differentiation, with most of the studies being retrospective with small numbers of patients. While our study had relatively few positive cases of aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage, our study included a large number of patients with undifferentiated headache.

The most promising previous study was a retrospective study with 594 patients who had lumbar puncture for the complaint of headache, 11 of whom received a diagnosis of subarachnoid hemorrhage and 142 had a traumatic tap. This study found that red blood cell counts of ≤ 500 x 10^9/L in the fourth tube had a 100% negative predictive value for subarachnoid hemorrhage. The same study found that clearance of red blood cells from the first to the fourth tube of at least 70% also excluded the diagnosis of subarachnoid hemorrhage. This study was limited by small numbers overall, and few patients had subarachnoid hemorrhage. Our findings, however, were consistent with these results, with a high sensitivity for red blood cell counts < 2000 x 10^9/L. The cases of aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage missed by this threshold were identified with additional assessment for visual xanthochromia. The method of assessing a drop in red blood cell counts was discounted by another small retrospective study; in two patients with subarachnoid hemorrhage they found a 25% reduction of red blood cells between the first and fourth tube of cerebrospinal fluid collected. While it might be feasible to rule in a traumatic tap, it must be remembered that a traumatic tap and a subarachnoid hemorrhage can coexist as they are independent conditions. Given this knowledge, we did not attempt to assess for a safe drop in red blood cell counts from the first to final tube.

Another study assessed 280 patients retrospectively based on the presence of abnormal results on lumbar...
puncture and neurovascular imaging within two weeks. That study found that no patients with < 100 × 10^6/L had a subarachnoid hemorrhage. This is mostly consistent with our study results. For values of 100–1000 × 10^6/L, it is unclear how sensitive a cut point of 2000 × 10^6/L would be for aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage in their series.2,32

**Strengths and limitations**

To our knowledge, this is the largest prospectively conducted study that differentiates traumatic tap from subarachnoid hemorrhage in patients with undifferentiated headache. We included patients from 12 emergency departments and used rigorous follow-up protocols to optimize the quality of this study. This is the first prospective study to propose a threshold that combines a cut-off number of red blood cells in cerebrospinal fluid and negative xanthochromia to exclude the diagnosis of aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage.

Some physicians did not collect, or the laboratory did not process, more than one tube of cerebrospinal fluid. In addition, a few tubes were clearly misnumbered with much higher red blood cell counts in the final tubes than in the first tubes. To overcome this issue, we considered the tube with the lowest erythrocyte count when assessing cut points for red blood cell counts. In addition we did not assess for adverse events related to the lumbar puncture (for instance, post-lumbar puncture headache, infection, or bleeding).

We assessed xanthochromia and red blood cell counts, which were also part of the definition of aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage. These tests alone, however, did not fulfill our main outcome measure definition, which also required an aneurysm to be present and for the patient to either undergo a neurosurgical intervention or die.

Our proxy outcome of assessing patients without normal results on computed tomography and lumbar puncture entailed a chart review and telephone follow-up. Utilizing this process we missed only five patients. These patients were classified as having no subarachnoid hemorrhage as they did not have any subsequent encounters at the local neurosurgical sites and were not reported to the local coroner as having died. It is possible, albeit unlikely, that we could have missed up to five cases of subarachnoid hemorrhage by relying on this proxy outcome tool.

While the point estimate for the sensitivity of our high risk criteria was 100%, the 95% confidence intervals were wide. These wide confidence intervals highlight just how rarely patients have a diagnosis of subarachnoid hemorrhage after lumbar puncture. In nearly all patients in our cohort the diagnosis was made with computed tomography. Only 15 received a diagnosis after lumbar puncture, and almost half of these were identified by xanthochromia. Hence, only eight cases were identified over a 10 year period at 12 sites, where 71.4% of eligible patients were enrolled. We therefore believe that these high risk criteria are pragmatic and will help physicians to identify when they need to be concerned about subarachnoid hemorrhage. Our conclusions, however, are based on only eight patients. While we believe that our conclusions are appropriate for most patients (about 90%), those with a high pretest probability might need further investigation with cerebral angiography if they have an abnormal results on cerebrospinal fluid analysis that are classified as low risk. Our study was the first to use a combination of red blood cells and xanthochromia to differentiate subarachnoid hemorrhage from a traumatic tap.

**Clinical implications**

The ability to differentiate traumatic tap from subarachnoid hemorrhage based on the analysis of cerebrospinal fluid samples will help emergency physicians to make appropriate and timely disposition of patients with suspected subarachnoid hemorrhage. This will reduce the risk of inappropriate discharge of patients with a life threatening condition and eliminate the cost and potential morbidity (such as unnecessary surgery from an incidental aneurysm, nephrotoxicity, or allergic reaction) of unnecessary cerebral angiography or hospital admissions. We recommend that physicians utilize our high and low risk cut points to interpret results of lumbar puncture when assessing patients with acute headache for possible subarachnoid hemorrhage. We also recommend having an experienced radiologist assess computed tomograms when feasible before patients undergo a lumbar puncture.

**Conclusion**

No xanthochromia and red blood cell count < 2000 × 10^6/L reasonably exclude the diagnosis of aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage. Most patients with acute headache who meet this cut off will require no further investigations, and aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage can reasonably be excluded as a cause of their headache.
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